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Mr. Johnny Johnson, Director 
Model Cities Program 
673 ·Capitol Avenue, S. W. 
Atlanta, Georgia 

Dear Johnny: 

January 20, 1969 

CITY H ALL A TLAN TA, GA, 30303 

Tel . 522·4463 Area Code 404 

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNI NG 

COLLI E R B. GL ADI N, Dir ec tor 

As you remember the Planning Staff reviewed the proposed Model Cities 
Land Use Plan late last November and forwarded their comments to me. I 
discussed them with you and give you a copy of them. I realize it was nex t to 
impossible to make any changes at that time while the weight of preparing 
your final report and application was on you. 

Now that the application has been approved and the program funded, th is 
would be a good time to continue the planning process through a closer look 
in order that these 9uesti0ns may be resolved. The original comments have been 
reviewed again and divided into three categories. The first are observations 
which we think would be helpful to you but involve no errors of fact nor conflict 
with plans or policies of the city. The second category involves errors of fact, 
that is where no difference of opinion exists, somebody just put the wrong color 
on the map. The third group contains the most serious of these comments, 
these refer to apparent conflicts between Model City plans as we know them 
a rid officially adopted plans and policies of the city. 

I want to take every opportunity th is year to improve our working relationship 
a nd insure that all the plans and policies that result will facilita te the implementation 
of the Model Ne ighborhood and are consistent with the overal I goals and plans 
of the c ity . I am sure you feel the same way . 

Si ncerely , 

~ 
Col I ie r B. G la din 
Pla nni ng Dire ctor 
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